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Abstract– Nowadays, textile and woven fabric composites are taken into consideration for
applications in high mechanical properties and every in-plane direction. However, developments in
modelling and characterisation of the fabric reinforced composite materials are considered more in
the effects of element types used in the mesh generation of the crack tip. The type of element
selected for the crack tip, a critical point for evaluation of crack growth in a double cantilever
beam (DCB) sample, is extremely important. In this study, results of strain energy release rate
(SERR) meshed with singular and or brick elements with the experimental data were compared to
select better element type. The plotted results of the crack tips meshed with the brick elements and
the diagrams revealing the SERR in contrast to the crack length was evaluated. In addition, the
aforementioned operation has been repeated for singular elements. The theory of the failure
mechanics has been used to calculate the amounts of SERR for several crack lengths. It is
concluded that, numerical results from SERR of the crack tip when meshed with singular elements
were closer to the experimental results compared with data of SERR when meshed with brick
elements.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Textile composites and woven textile composites in particular have been increasingly under consideration
for applications where high mechanical properties are desired in every in-plane direction. Twodimensional woven fabrics consist of two types of interfaced yarns known as warp and fill and each yarn
consists of a bundle of filaments. Woven textile plays a crucial role in composite technology providing
glass fabrics that are widely used as reinforcing materials. The main advantages of woven composites are
their cost efficiency and high process ability, particularly in the lay-up manufacturing of large-scale
structures. Furthermore, the bending of fibres in the process of fabric weaving results in a substantial
reduction in the material strength and stiffness. Numerical simulations are widely used in industries to
optimise process and analyse the behaviour of materials under various conditions. However, in order to
have a confidence in the results of such simulations, an accurate material model is required[1]. One of the
best methods of evaluating the strength of these materials, considering the high cost and sensitivity of
experiments is the Finite Element Method (FEM). This method involves the selection of an appropriate
element for meshing different sections of sample. Since the crack tip is extremely important for meshing
this section, the smallest elements need to be used.
There are different methods available such as Compliance [2], Berry[3], etc. to analyse the DCB
(Double Cantilever Beam), which are loaded statically in mode I of failure.
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Khaleed et al [4] used FEM simulation for ınvestıgatıon of producing Autonomous underwater
vehicle (AUV) propeller blade.
Duong and Hung [5] used finite element models to solve the delamination problem in composite
laminate structures. In this research singular elements have been used.
Baruffaldi [6] used the FEM (Finite Element Method) analysis of the unit cell providing the
macroscopic shear stress-shear strain curve of basket-weave laminates in her research. She applied brick
elements to the meshing of her designed unit cell. However, meshing of the crack tip due to the sensitivity
of this point with brick elements is unable to produce exact results.
Denda and Marante [7] considered multiple curvilinear cracks in the two-dimensional general
anisotropic solids and establish a computationally effective technique to determine the stress intensity
factors accurately. They used singular element for meshing the crack tip too.
Khoshbakht et al [8] also studied the plane deformation of a composite specimen under combined
tension – the bending loading using finite element method and mechanic failure rules. They used singular
elements for meshing critical points of their specimen.
Khoshravan and Azimpour [9] applied singular elements for meshing the crack tip of their specimen
using FEM. They predicted micro-buckling in composite laminate and emphasised the point that a
singular element is the best type of element for meshing the crack tip.
Tao Zeng et al. [10] presented a simplified numerical model of 3D woven composites with
discretization of a unit cell into a number of rectangular elements which is different from conventional
FEM method and, by using this method have gained the mechanical properties and the local stress within
3D woven composites. In this method the simplified numerical model of 3D braided composites has been
presented. But this method for modelling is not so exact.
In structurally inhomogeneous materials (adhesive compounds, composites and geo-materials), when
there are domains with a disrupted structure close to a crack, and physical fields and aggressive media act
on the fracture process, quite a large part of the crack becomes involved in the fracture process and
different fracture mechanisms can occur when the size of the end zone of a crack changes [11]. Hence
examination of crack tip is too important in analysing process.
In this research study, woven fabrics modelled with a new method in ANSYS software exactly [12]
followed by numerical analysis has been carried out under static load. For estimation of the strain energy
release rate for various crack lengths, the compliance theory is used. Using singular elements and brick
elements, crack analysis has been carried out. When comparing the obtained results, the theoretical results
are in agreement with the experiment results, especially for singular elements.
2. MATERIALS AND METHOD
Glass fibre reinforced composite with a fibre fraction volume of 60% was used. The thickness of each ply
was 0.125mm. Each test bar had 24 plies. The mechanical characteristics of this composite for its
unidirectional ply are presented in Table 1 in which XY is the plane of the weave and Z is the normal axe
to the plane. The geometrical properties of the test bars are shown in Table 2 [13].
Table1. Mechanical properties of the composite
Young modulus

EXX = EYY =20 GPa
EZZ = 12 GPa

Poisson ratio

νXY =νYZ = 0.13
νXZ = 0.3

Shear modulus

GXY = 2.85 GPa
GYZ= GXZ = 1.9 GPa
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Table 2. Dim
mensions of DC
CB sample
Length

150 mm
m

Width (B)

25 m
mm

Thickness (2h)
(

3 mm
m

3. MO
ODELING OF
O WOVEN
N COMPOSIITES
Modelling oof the wovenn reinforcedd composite is
i extremelyy problematicc due to the existence off the weft
and woof fiilaments of fibres,
f
the method
m
of mo
odelling is a significant part
p of this reesearch. Thee Line and
Key point command
c
waas used for making
m
the seection of the filaments which
w
were thhen extrudedd to obtain
a line of filaments duue to the difference
d
in
n structure of the wovven compossite compareed to the
NSYS softw
ware has no specific method
m
for modeling
m
thhe woven
unidirectionnal composiite. The AN
composite.
mposites we present a method that haas 8 Steps.
For moodeling thesee types of com
1. For modeeling cross sections of thhe warps, thee periphery iss simulated with
w four arccs, the radiuss of which
is extractedd from properrties of the experimental
e
l sample. Crooss sections of warps haave been defiined as an
area confineed to these arrcs (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Periphery
P
of warps
w

2. For moddeling of thee warps, thee cross sectioons defined in the X-Y plane have been extrudded in the
direction off Z (Fig. 2).

Figg. 2. Modelingg of warps bassed on unit celll
May 2015
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3. In this section of the design, the cross
c
sections of woofs have
h
been gen
nerated according to stepps one and
two on the X-Z
X plane (F
Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Crross section off a woof

4. Generatioon of the wo
oofs that are woven to warps
w
is the most
m significcant part of thhe design. To
T do this,
key points are
a defined on
o the route of
o a guidelinee that is transsmitted betw
ween the warpps (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Guideline
G
of woof
w
transmittting between warps
w

5. In order tto generate th
he first wooff, the cross seection of stepp 5 has been extruded alo
ong the guideelines
transmitted between warrps (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. First wooff transmitting between warp
ps
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6. In this sttep, steps 4, 5, 6 are repeeated to geneerate the seccond and thirrd woofs. No
ow the unit cell
c of the
fibres is preesented.

Fig. 6. Unit cell of fibres
fi

7. In this steep the matrixx has been addded to the fibre
fi
unit celll to fill out thhe woven com
mposite unitt cell (Fig.
7).

Fig. 7. Unit cell
c of woven composite

8. In order tto generate the
t samples at several laayers and dim
mensions, un
nit cells can be
b copied annd merged
in contact surfaces.
s
In this researchh for modellling sample in ANSYS the layers should
s
be coopied and
2
merged. A unit
u cell of fibre,
f
whose dimensions are 9.5×7.5m
mm , is madde of three warps
w
and thrree woofs.
Because off the symmettry half of the
t sample can
c be modeeled, which is necessary
y for modelinng virtual
crack.
metrically annd the orientaation angles of warps and woofs are chosen as
The multiplle layers are copied symm
0 ̊ and 90 ̊ in
i whole lay
yers. For the purpose of modeling viirtual planar crack betweeen two layeers around
mid-surfacee, the mid-suurface that is equal to leng
gth of crack is not mergeed between tw
wo symmetriic parts of
modeled sam
mple, while the
t remaininng one is merrged.
a) Equation
ns of fracturre mechanic
The theories of lin
near elastic frracture mechhanics usuallly applied too homogeneoous isotropic materials
R
Rate (SERR) preesented by
are also vallid for composite materiaals. In this case, the Straain Energy Release
Gcrt may be used to charracterise the toughness off composite materials
m
[144].
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When the DCB saample is loadded in modee I for each load
l
magnitu
ude, δ (openning of sampple) and a
(crack lengtth) are registtered, and thhen the graphh of compliance (C-a) veersus crack leength is plottted. This
graph is useed to obtain an
a approximaate equation (Eq. (1)) forr computing SERR (Figs. 11, 12).
From the
t Complian
nce theory [115], SERR haas been founnd to be

GI 

 2 dC
2 da

(1)

Where C= δδ/P and P is applied
a
loadd, B is the width of the sppecimen, δ is opening of the specimenn and C is
compliance.
b) Elementss used in thee analyses
Becausse the sample is designedd in three dim
mensions andd woven com
mposites are anisotropic materials,
the mesh of
o the crackk tip cannott be generatted in two dimensions,
d
so it must be meshedd in three
dimensions. In order too characterisse the delam
mination, a thhree-dimensiional model of woven glass
g
fibre
m (DCB) on mode [16] [17].
[
Two
composites has been deesigned as the shape of a Double Canntilever Beam
t crack tip in woven reiinforced com
mposites:
types of elements are ussed to mesh the
ments becausse of the sym
mmetry of
1. Briick elementss[18]: If the crack tip is meshed witth brick elem
loadding and sam
mple geometrrical propertties, the meshh of a quarteer of the sam
mple may be adequate.
Thee element sizzes of these types are th
he same. Cerrtainly, becauuse of the seensitivity of the crack
regiion, the size of finite eleements must be fine to acchieve an accurate resultt. According to Fig. 8,
the DCB samplle meshed with
w a large amount
a
of brrick elementt is extremely
y high becauuse of the
sensibility of this crack region.

(a)

(b)
D view [11] b)) 2-D view in x-y
x plane
Fig. 8. Cracck tip meshedd with brick eleements a) 3-D

2. Sin
ngular Elements [19]: There
T
is no way
w to mesh crack tips inn three dimeensional sam
mples with
singgular elemen
nts except meshing
m
in tw
wo-dimensioons and extrruding the generated
g
meeshes in a
thirrd direction. However, because
b
of anisotropy
a
inn woven com
mposites, utiilising this process
p
is
imppossible. Thhe only wayy to do thiis is manuaal generationn of singulaar elements in three
dim
mensions. Defining key pooints aroundd the crack linne with their coordinates, the manual mesh has
beeen generated using the KSCON
K
com
mmand. The sample DC
CB with a crrack tip messhed with
singgular elemen
nts has been illustrated inn Fig. 9. Beecause of th
he symmetry
y of DCB, it
i will be
IJST, Transacctions of Mechanical Engineeering, Volume 39,
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adeequate to mesh
m
half off the samplle with singgular elemeents[20]. Thhen, with use of the
MIRROR com
mmand, the mesh
m
of thee symmetricc side of the sample is generated.
g

Fig. 9. Threee dimensionaal mesh generration with sinngular elementts on the crack
k tip [21]

3 RESULTS
3.
S AND DISC
CUSSION
The numeriical analysis of a DCB sppecimen has been carriedd out using thhe displacem
ment control method
m
in
order to forrmat stable delamination
d
n growth. Thherefore, by checking
c
thee displacemeent of the tw
wo ends of
the cantilevvers, the loadd is applied to the speccimen until it
i reaches thhe critical am
mount of forrce that is
related to thhe material sttrength.
For dellamination growth,
g
the critical
c
loads corresponding to the Voon Misses strress of 35 MPa,
MP based
on iterating variation off displacemennt for variouss crack lengtths, have beeen found out.. Thus the critical load
n obtained. Then, by
(Fcrt) and ccritical displaacement (δcrrt) corresponnding to the crack lengtth have been
increasing the
t crack lenngth, the sam
me operation has been reppeated. Thereefore, for diffferent values of crack
lengths, thee curve of lo
oad versus diisplacement has been drrawn for bricck and singuular elementss (Fig. 5).
The experim
mental results in Fig. 10 were
w taken from
fr
[9].
100
0

Exp

90
0

Singular Elements
s

80
0

Brick
k Elements

Fcrt(N)

70
0
60
0
50
0
40
0
30
0
20
0
10
0
0
0

2

4

6

8
(mm)

10

12

14

16

Fig. 10. Diiagrams of loaad-displacemeent and compaarison of
numerical datta with experim
mental data

The coonsequence of
o alternatingg FEM and experimentaal results is that the opeening of the specimen
increases thhe bending of the glasss fibres. Beccause of thee lower bennding of the fibres, althhough this
alternation iis lower at th
he beginningg of delaminnation, it becomes larger in the next stages. Afterr studying
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the load-displacement diagram for the brick and the singular elements, it is found that singular elements
produce better results than brick elements.
Using the obtained values of Fcrt and δcrt for different crack lengths, the values of C (compliance)
have been computed. In Figs. 11 and 12, variation of the C versus crack length for brick and singular
elements is shown. Then, the function C relative crack length a for both elements can be estimated.
6.00E-05
5.00E-05

C (mm/N )

4.00E-05
3.00E-05
2.00E-05
1.00E-05
0.00E+00
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.1

a ( mm )
Fig. 11. Compliance versus crack length for brick elements
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5.00E‐05
4.00E‐05
3.00E‐05
2.00E‐05
1.00E‐05
0.00E+00
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0.04

0.06

0.08

0.1

a ( mm )
Fig. 12. Compliance versus crack length for singular elements

The obtained function for brick elements is
0.482

0.001

5 ∙ 10

2 ∙ 10

(4)

If this function is derived with respect to ,
0.1446

0.002

5 ∙ 10

(5)

and using , SERR is determined. Then, the curve of the critical strain energy release rate (GIcrt), which is
the critical value of SERR, versus is plotted for brick elements using the compliance theory (Fig. 13).
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Fig. 13. Curves of strain energy release rate relative crack length for Brick elements

According to Fig. 13, which has been plotted for brick elements, while the brick elements present good
results simply for the crack length between 40mm - 80mm, for the crack length before 40mm values of
GIcrt that are above experimental results and for crack length after 80 mm, these values drop out.
Evaluation of the obtained results shows that there is a difference of 60% between the experimental and
numerical results.
From the above evaluation, it can be seen that brick elements are not convenient to use. Therefore,
singular elements for the solution of this problem must be used in spite of the difficulties.
The obtained function for the singular elements is:

0.589

0.003

2. 10

2. 10

(6)

If this function is derived with respect to , the following relation is found:

0.1767

0.006

2. 10

(7)

G (j/m^2 )

, the Strain Energy Release Rate (SERR) is determined and the curve of GIcrt versus
and using
plotted for singular elements using the compliance theory (Fig. 14).

450
400
350
300
250
200
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100
50
0
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Exp
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20
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Fig. 14. Curves of strain energy release rate relative crack length for singular elements
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G (j/m^2)

Figure 14 indicates that the results of FEM using singular elements and experiment are
comparable. We can clearly observe the growth of delamination along the weft filaments and a
sudden change in the point of crossing the woof filaments. Numerical results show that there is a
difference of less than 10% with the experimental results [9].
450
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

singular
Singular Elements
Elements
Exp
Brcik
Brick Elements
Elements

0

20

40 a (mm) 60

80

100

Fig. 15. Comparing the Curves of strain energy release rate relative crack length for types of elements

Finally, in comparison with the curves in Fig. 15, the difference between the results obtained for brick and
singular elements shows that the results of the sample with the crack tip meshed with singular elements
presents better results than those of the brick elements.
4. CONCLUSION
Because of the anisotropic constitution of the woven composites, modeling of this type of composite is too
complicated; therefore a significant part of this paper is devoted to modeling. The effects of element types
in the crack tip have been studied and it is concluded that using singular elements at the crack tip in a
Double Cantilever Beam (DCB) presents better results than those of the brick elements.
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